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Among the best-loved and most performed of Chopin's piano compositions are his mazurkas.
This volume includes 51 works — remarkable for their wide emotional appeal, advanced
choromatic techniques and pianistic devices, and ranging in difficulty from relatively easy, for
advanced beginnings, to quite challenging, for the accomplished pianist.Edited by Carl Mikuli, a
pupil of Chopin, the works in this inexpensive and attractive volume extend from the radiant
joyfulness of the Mazurka in B-flat major, Op. 7, No. 1, to the aching sadness of the Mazurka in A
minor, Op. 17, No. 4, and from the brevity of the Mazurka in E-flat minor, Op. 6, No. 4, to the
breadth of the C-sharp minor Mazurka, Op. 50, No. 3.Pianists and music lovers will welcome this
attractive, sturdy volume reproduced directly from the authoritative Kistner edition. It comprises a
treasury of Chopin's most characteristic and appealing works in one convenient, inexpensive
source.

About the AuthorOne of the great masters of Romanticism, Frédéric Chopin (1810–49) was a
former child prodigy pianist who wrote many technically demanding solo piano works and
introduced major innovations to the sonata, waltz, nocturne, and other forms.
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David Rice, “Incredible!. It’s 51 pieces by one of the greatest composers of all time for less than
$20 and it doesn’t fall apart and is incredibly legible. Quite literally nothing to complain about.”

amy struble, “Thanks Dover for another wonderful edition!. Wonderful Dover Edition of Chopin's
Mazurkas. Please do not be deterred from the one star reviews. I sincerely believe they are
reviewing another edition. The print is large and dark which I always expect from Dover. There
are 51 Mazurkas in this edition and the book is 149 pages long. Stands perfectly on my piano
without closing or falling over. I appreciate that so much as that is usually a complaint I have with
piano books. Chopin is my favorite composer and hope to be able to one day learn all the
Mazurkas. Many people believe they are inadequate compared to his scherzos and ballades. I
believe the Mazurkas are the best pieces Chopin composed. I think they were the most dear to
him as he wrote more of them than anything else. My favorites are Op. 30 No. 1, Op 63 No 3 and
Op 33 No 4. Such short works in length, but say so much to the heart.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A great WOW. A standard beautiful Dover edition, I dont understand
what some previous commentators are referring to.I also have the more "authentic" Paderewski
edition, but Mikuli's is more interesting to me, as he was not only Chopin's prominent student,
but a great teacher for coming generations of great artists, like Rosenthal and Katchalski, whose
playing we may hear today, also in Youtube.The text is very rich with beautiful suggestions of
fingerings, many of them not of the style to which we have been accustomed in later
traditions.How exciting that this master, who was watching Chopin and consulting him, has
provided us with such a treasure of advice.Now I have also ordered his edition of the Nocturnes
and Walzes, some of which I can play, and also the Etudes, which I can not play, but I am eager
to study Mikuli's suggestions and compare his edition to the urtexts, which I have.”

Marion Capriotti, “I always write the same review for Dover piano books - SUPERB!!!. In this age
of electronic everything, I am so glad that Dover continues to publish these beautiful, sturdy,
easy to read and easy to play editions of great piano music. Yet again, the engraving is scalpel-
sharp, the staves generously spaced, the page turns mostly very intelligent and the binding
sturdy, yet soft enough to be flexible on your music stand.  Wonderful!”

GlitterGhost, “Chopin is my son's favorite composer and he's wanted this collection for awhile.
Chopin is my son's favorite composer and he's wanted this collection for awhile. I surprised him
with the comb-bound version (beautiful book, by the way) a few days ago and he's been playing
the piano with it pretty much nonstop. He hasn't even touched any video games, his other love,
since he got it.”

Honey Badger, “Lovely miniatures. Good quality binding in an easily readable (but certainly



dated) type. Among Chopin's easiest pieces (only a handful of waltzes or preludes beat the
Mazurkas), yet with that characteristic airy romantic sound that says "Chopin."”

Michael Patterson, “Good for intermediate to advanced students of all ages who .... Good for
intermediate to advanced students of all ages who are fans of the work of Chopin. I would
definitely get this book for a nice challenge of technique.”

Dr. David John Lucas, “Chopin Mazurkas. An excellent edition. The editor, Thomas Fielden, was
an excellent pianist of Chopin and Harold Carxton's fingering are always worth considering.”

Seraphim, “Excellent. You will find the Mikuli fingerings as taught him by Chopin. Excellent, good
pagination, and cheap!”

AR241268, “Excellent service. Thanks, top condition too. Wouldn't hesitate to buy again.”

Max, “This is a good collection of pieces by Chopin. The item arrived promptly. This is a good
collection of pieces by Chopin, suitable for grade 8 and above. The book was slightly damaged
at the edge and back due to being too tightly packed, otherwise a good choice from Chopin.”

The book by Frédéric Chopin has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 71 people have provided feedback.
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